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Terms and Conditions
TYPE OF VOUCHER VALIDITY PERIOD
Seasonal Text & Call GO! Voucher     (9000 units) 6 month
TYPE OF CALL CONSUMPTION RATE
SMS messages 3 units per SMS message
Voice calls to PSTN  and Cellular numbers 75 units per minute   
Voice calls to Iridium or Voicemail 36 units per minute   
Inbound 2-stage dialing 75 units per minute    
Data Calls: Includes data calls to Direct Internet/Dial-up, data calls to a GO! Data 
Access Number, and all other data calls to PSTN or Iridium phone numbers. 150 units per minute  
Calls to other satellite networks 600 units per minute  
CUSTOMER PAYS TAXES, USF FEES AND OTHER FEES IN ADDITION TO RATES SHOWN. 
By purchasing a prepaid SIM card or voucher, the Purchaser understands that he or she is entering into a 
prepaid service agreement with Outfitter Satellite, Inc., and the Purchaser acknowledges having read the 
Terms and Conditions included in all pages of this agreement including those incorporated by reference and 
located at http://www.OutfitterSatellite.com/adobe/TermsConditions.pdf and agrees to be bound thereby.  If the 
Purchaser is acting in a representative capacity, the Purchaser agrees that the entity he or she is representing 
will be bound thereby and further represents and warrants that he or she is a duly authorized representative 
that has full authority to bind said entity.  
DESCRIPTION: This is a non-rechargeable non-additive voucher meaning that any unused prepaid units and 
remaining validity on the SIM card will be lost when this 9000-unit voucher is loaded onto the card, and the 
card will have a new validity expiry date 6-months from the date the voucher was applied.  Customer reload 
requests should be made at least 48 business hours before the validity expiry date in order to avoid losing 
service.  Airtime is billed in 20 second increments. Call details records are not available.   
270-DAY GRACE PERIOD: The SIM card will be deactivated permanently if a reload voucher is not applied 
within 270 days (the grace period) of the validity expiration date or the date a zero balance first occurred, which 
ever comes first. 
NO REFUNDS: Customer agrees that the purchase of prepaid vouchers is a non-refundable up-front 
purchase, and after a prepaid voucher is applied to the Customer’s account or otherwise electronically 
delivered to the Customer, that there is no refund for unused prepaid service or unused validity time. 
SMS:  Outbound SMS messages can be up to 160 characters. Long SMS messages up to 1000 characters 
are billed as a series of separate SMS messages of 160-character length (or less). Undeliverable SMS related 
to mail filters and other non-Iridium issues are charged to the prepaid account. Inbound SMS reception is free.  
Undeliverable SMS messages from errors unrelated to the Iridium network such as problems with mail filters, 
mailbox overflows, or incorrect addresses are billable.   PSTN refers to public switched telephone number.
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